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what is the difference between salesforce com and force com how can you utilise each for different

purposes check out our run down here the imperative difference is that salesforce com furnishes diverse

types of crm license whereas force com is a podium which is utilized to devise cloud based application as

far as the price is concerned force com offers cheaper licenses as compared to salesforce com in this

blog we ll dive into the intriguing realm of salesforce and its powerful sibling salesforce platform formerly

known as force com salesforce platform is a robust platform as a service paas product that simplifies the

development and deployment of cloud based applications and websites salesforce com licences are for

the sales cloud crm product force com is the platform everything is built on and you can buy force com

licences to build a custom product that does not utilise the standard crm features and objects such as

opportunities for instance force com is the platform that the salesforce crm and your customizations run

on the force com platform consists of a multi tenant architecture that runs on application services web

servers and of course database servers salesforce is using java and oracle for significant parts of the

force com platform if you ve ever wondered whether there is any difference between salesforce com and

force com or can we use these terms interchangeably this video provides you with an easy answer to



salesforce com vs force com salesforce ben May 18 2024

what is the difference between salesforce com and force com how can you utilise each for different

purposes check out our run down here

what is the difference between salesforce com and force com Apr 17

2024

the imperative difference is that salesforce com furnishes diverse types of crm license whereas force com

is a podium which is utilized to devise cloud based application as far as the price is concerned force com

offers cheaper licenses as compared to salesforce com

salesforce vs force com the key differences Mar 16 2024

in this blog we ll dive into the intriguing realm of salesforce and its powerful sibling salesforce platform

formerly known as force com salesforce platform is a robust platform as a service paas product that

simplifies the development and deployment of cloud based applications and websites

difference between force com and salesforce com Feb 15 2024

salesforce com licences are for the sales cloud crm product force com is the platform everything is built

on and you can buy force com licences to build a custom product that does not utilise the standard crm

features and objects such as opportunities for instance

what s the difference between salesforce com and force com Jan 14

2024

force com is the platform that the salesforce crm and your customizations run on the force com platform

consists of a multi tenant architecture that runs on application services web servers and of course

database servers salesforce is using java and oracle for significant parts of the force com platform
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if you ve ever wondered whether there is any difference between salesforce com and force com or can

we use these terms interchangeably this video provides you with an easy answer to
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